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CASE STUDY
Marangoni Tyres deploys a fast High Availability cluster with ALUA
proxy LUNs over FC and ensures complete Disaster Recovery with
data Snapshots and off-site Replication.
Solution provided by

For our customer

THE HIGHLIGHTS
Industry
Tyre manufacturing and retreading

The Problem
Marangoni lacked the capability to prevent costly business interruptions and data loss. The company
was also experiencing slow virtual machine operations a VMware shared storage infrastructure that was
proving inadequate to the task. Marangoni was also missing Disaster Recovery capabilities for they
virtual machines and a slow overall data Snapshot and retrieval system.

The Solution
Marangoni deploys a a Syneto Storage High Availability cluster to ensure cost-effective and efﬁcient
Business Continuity. True Disaster Recovery is provided with memory consistent Snapshots and
off-site Replication for virtual machines with the Syneto VMware plug-in. The company also achieves
high data access speeds with Syneto Storage by sharing LUNs over Fibre Channel and enablong very
fast Snapshots over a specially designed 10Gbit ethernet.

CUSTOMER PROFILE
For Marangoni, it all started in 1945, when the Marangoni brothers started a retreading business in
Corso Bettini, Italy. The 50s saw the company grow and expand its business. Fratelli Marangoni was
founded in 1957 and Marangoni Pneumatici in 1959. The latter started producing tyres as well as tyre
manufacturing equipment. In the following decades, the company established a score of new
manufacturing plants and started important research projects.
Marangoni spa, the parent company, was established in 1984. Since that time, the tyre company has
expanded its manufacturing all over the world while maintaining their claim as one of the biggest
european tyre manufacturers. With green manufacturing taking an ever more important role,
Marangoni uses scrap rubber to produce green energy. In this way, the company has a complete
approach to the tyre business.
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worldwide interconnectivity,
Marangoni was facing the
prospect of loosing time and
money due to slow data access
times.

failure that could bring down
the entire data center.

THE PROBLEM
No High Availability

Marangoni already possessed a
shared storage infrastructure
that was used to provide
storage for virtual machines on
VMware servers. This existing
IBM storage didn’t feature a
High Availability solution.
Marangoni’s business requires
constant uptime for its virtual
machines so this oversight was
very costly.
With the companie’s activities
brought to a stand-still every
time the shared storage for the
VMware servers was down,
Marangoni was searching for a
data storage solution that
offered a dedicated High
Availability feature.

No fast VMware storage

Data storage speed is an
essential part of the modern
data center. Having the storage
up and running isn’t enough.
Data access speeds also need
to be up to par. In an age of
lightning fast decisions and

The company required a data
storage solution that wouldn’t
just ensure no VM downtime
occurs, but also provides
operational agility through fast
reads, writes, snapshots and
replications.

No Disaster Recovery

Loss of data leads to huge
losses and, more often than not,
the affected organization
closing down its business. To
prevent this, true Disaster
Recovery capabilities are a
must. For true Disaster
Recovery to occur, data must be
saved on separate hardware
than the main storage.
Marangoni’s existing shared
storage infrastructure kept all
backups on a single appliance.
This created a single point of

Without a High Availability
solution in place, the Agency
was facing downtime every
time something went wrong or
needed maintenance
.

Need for fast Snapshots

Snapshots are an essential part
of a storage system. The entire
Disaster Recovery scheme
hinges on the snapshoting and
replication processes working
smoothly. But is snapshotting
simply tacking place enough? A
modern organization also needs
to be able to retrieve data and
create snapshots fast and with
no downtime.
The existing storage
infrastructure at Marangoni was
capable of saving the data and
allowing it to be retrieved at a
later date, but this wasn’t
enough. They needed a storage
that could make fast snapshots
and retrieve data in seconds.

THE SOLUTION
High speed shared storage
In the modern data center,
speed is the word of the day. As
data access times are essential
for the smooth functioning of
Marangoni’s VMs, Syneto
provided an ideally suited
solution. Marangoni chose the
potent Syneto HA Cluster
series. This system contains
two 2U, 8 bay heads which
control the cluster with Syneto’s
Storage OS and a 24 bay JBOD.
This JBOD is equipped with 6
SSDs which are speciﬁcally
conﬁgured to cache “hot” reads
and signiﬁcantly speed up the
ESX data access speeds.
To further improve the access
speed of the VMware servers to
the storage, all the reads and
writes are made via Fibre
Channel. FC connectivity is
achieved by a Asymmetric
logical unit access proxy which
allows for active-standby
access to the Logical Units
(LUNs).
This method was added to
Storage OS precisely for high
speed VMware integrations.

High Availability Cluster

rollback itself only takes
seconds due to their
incremental nature.
Any disaster situation affecting
the HA cluster will leave the
data intact thanks to Snapshots
of the data existing on this third
Storage OS appliance. One of
Marangoni’s fundamental
requirements of having a solid,
reliable storage system is thus
guaranteed.

For Marangoni, Storage OS was
tweaked by Syneto engineers to
establish a seamless
integration between the
VMware servers and the
storage with ALUA proxy. The
cluster ensures virtual machine
data can be always accessed.

Snapshots for HA

Business Continuity is
guaranteed with Storage OS’s
High Availability Clustering
features. This placessStorage
appliances in an active/active
conﬁguration. The appliances
monitor each other over a
“heartbeat” interface, ensuring
that if one fails the other one
picks up the slack so that data
is always available.

Disaster Recovery for VMs
To ensure true disaster
recovery, a third Syneto Ofﬁce
series with 16 bays was added
as a target for Snapashot
replications. This Storage OS
appliance receives fast,
incremental backups from the
HA cluster. Snapshots
replicated to this third storage
are also fast to retrieve and the

Because of Marangoni’s speciﬁc
Disaster Recovery
requirements, Syneto engineers
worked with Marangoni’s IT
department to tweak the
Snapshots are replicated in
order to achieve more speed.
Snapshotting services can be
migrated between cluster heads
so that this service is always
available.
For Marangoni, the High
Availability feature was
modiﬁed to support Backups
through 10Gbit ethernet. This
modiﬁcation gives Marangoni
the fast, versatile storage they
required.
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